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How do you keep atavorite show fresh?
Bring some heat, but keep the heart

x
HILE BARNEY STINSON IS QUICK to move on, the
creators of Hou I Met Your Mother work hard to be sure

audiences don't. As much as fans love tried and true pro-
grammirg, it takes a certain something to keep us from get-

ting distracted by a younger and seemingly cuter version elsewhere. So, what's

the best way to keep viewers crushing on their favorite shows year after year?

Chuck Lorre, creator of The Big Bang Theory and Tuo and a Half Men,hap-
pens to be an expert. "It's a paradox-a series has to change to remain fresh,

yet remain true to the elements that made it work in the first place," Lorre says.

"Change has to happen incrementally, almost unnoticeably. But it has to hap-

pen." So, how do producers keep audiences tuning in without turning them off?

Jim Colucci probed the creative minds behind TV's top comedies to find out.

Add Fresh Faceg
When Ashton Kutcher replaced Charlie Sheen on Two and a Half Men,
its characters gained new interpersonal dynamics, Mike & Molllls
second season brought Holly Robinson Peete as a love interest for
Officer Carl. And in its fifth spin around the sun, Big Bang expanded
its universe with female nerds Bernadette (Melissa Rauch) and Amy
(Mayim Bialik). "Nowi'says Big Bang executive producer Steve
Molaro, "we have so many options for storiesi'

Change the Focus
Mike & Molly creator Mark Roberts says the romantic comedy has a

built-in motorfor moving its story along: "We can followthe natural pro-

gression of these two people as they consider building a familyl' ln the
case of How I Met Your Mother, co-creator Craig Thomas says that after
six seasons, "we flipped the premise. For 1 10 episodes, we had been

asking the audience to wonder, 'ls this the mother?"' By revealing during
the sixth season's premiere that Ted will meet the show's titular mom at

Barney's future nuptials, "we had a little burial for that gimmickl' The risk
paid off: ln its seventh season, at a time when most sitcoms are declining
or dead , H IMYM scored its highest ratings ever.

Go Deep
As HIMYM's Thomas notes, time works to the benefit of a well-crafted
show because audiences become invested in the characters. "But
you only earn going to these emotional places over timei' he says.
"We couldn't have had Marshall's dad die in Season 1 instead of Sea-
son 6, because it would have been maudlinl' Killing off a well-liked
character had made the show's writing staff nervous about possibly
changing too much. "Butj' says Thomas, "the moment you're scared
is the moment you know you're onto something really cooll'
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